
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MAINE 

 
               
Brandon Overton,  ) 
 Plaintiff  ) 
    ) 
v.    ) Case Number:  2:19-CV-00142-NT 
    ) 
Richard V. Spencer,  ) 
Secretary of the Navy,  ) 
    )     
QED Systems, Inc., and ) 
    ) 
C.A. Jones, Inc.  ) 
 Defendants.  ) 
 
 

 
AMENDED COMPLAINT AND JURY DEMAND 

 
PARTIES 

 
1. Plaintiff Brandon Overton (“Overton”) is an individual with a permanent address 

of 104 Bruce Drive, Elizabeth City, North Carolina. 

2. At all materials times, Mr. Overton was a resident of Portsmouth, New Hampshire 

while working at the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard (“PNSY”) as a pipefitter.  He was a contract 

employee through C.A. Jones, Inc. (hereinafter “C.A. Jones”) which had a contract with QED 

Systems (hereinafter “QED”). 

3. The Defendant Richard V. Spencer, is the Secretary of the Navy and ultimately 

responsible for all activities pertaining to Naval civilian employees as the Shipyard. 

4. Defendant QED is a Virginia corporation, registered to conduct business in the 

State of Maine, with a principal address at 4646 N. Witchduck Road, Virginia Beach, Virginia. 

5. Defendant CA Jones, Inc. is a Virginia corporation with a principal address at 

11832 Fishing Point Drive, Suite 100, Newport News, Virginia. 
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JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

6. This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of this action pursuant to 28 

U.S.C. §1331, 28 U.S.C. §1343, 28 U.S.C. §1346, 29 U.S.C. §621 et seq., 42 U.S.C. §2000e et 

seq., and 29 U.S.C. §791 et seq.  

7. The jurisdiction of this Court is also invoked under 28 U.S.C. §1332 as plaintiff 

and defendants are citizens of different states and the amount in controversy exceeds the sum of 

Seventy-five Thousand and 00/100 Dollars, exclusive of interest and costs. 

8. Venue is properly made in this District pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §1391 and 28 

U.S.C. §1402. 

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

9. Mr. Overton began working as a pipefitter at PNSY in or about 

September/October 2016 through LifeCycle Engineering.  

10. In December 2016, while continuing to work as a pipefitter at PNSY, he became a 

CA Jones employee working on its contract with QED. 

11. PNSY, QED, and CA Jones each exercised control over Mr. Overton’s 

employment sufficient to establish that they were joint employers including, but not necessarily 

limited to, the following: 

a. Evaluating Mr. Overton and his job performance. 

b. Dictating where he perform his work. 

c. Creating or having input regarding Mr. Overton’s work schedule 

d. Approving or having input regarding his work schedule. 

e. Identifying or having input regarding Mr. Overton’s start, stop, and break times. 
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f. Approving or having input regarding the hours—total—that he could work. 

g. Approving or having input regarding overtime. 

h. Providing or having input regarding Mr. Overton’s specific job assignments each 

day. 

i. Supervising or having input regarding the supervision of Mr. Overton in the 

performance of his daily assignments. 

j. Instructing or having input regarding the instruction of Mr. Overton in the manner 

in which he was to perform the tasks assigned to him. 

k. Instructing or having input regarding the application of PNSY policies pertaining 

to the individual functions to be performed by individual job titles at PNSY.  

l. Providing or having input regarding Mr. Overton’s access to and use of facilities, 

tools, and material to perform the essential functions of his job. 

m. Requiring that Mr. Overton report to and be overseen by QED supervisors. 

n. Authorizing and approving Mr. Overton’s schedule, hours, assignments, 

performance, and supervision. 

o. Selecting or having input regarding the selection of Mr. Overton as a worker at 

the PNSY. 

12. He was one of approximately four Black workers out of a total of 45-50 workers 

in Shop 54.    

13. The vast majority of these other workers were PNSY employees. 

14. A PNSY supervisor created Mr. Overton’s work schedule. 

15. A PNSY supervisor identified Mr. Overton’s start, stop, and break times. 

16. A PNSY supervisor assigned Mr. Overton his job assignments. 
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17. A PNSY supervisor directly supervised Mr. Overton each day. 

18. A PNSY supervisor identified and instructed the manner in which Mr. Overton 

was to perform the tasks assigned to him. 

19. Mr. Overton used PNSY facilities, tools, and materials to perform the functions of 

his job. 

20. The tasks he performed were all at the PNSY facility and/or on the base. 

21. Mr. Overton was paid on an hourly basis for his work.   

22. The work Mr. Overton performed was the same or similar work that other 

pipefitters who were PNSY employees performed and, as such, was a regular part of PNSY 

business. 

23. PNSY managers and supervisors trained him, and the other workers, regarding 

PNSY workplace policies.   

24. In fact, he was required to attend PNSY training meetings that addressed the 

PNSY workplace policies that PNSY instructed and required Mr. Overton to follow. 

25. PNSY managers and supervisors instructed that Mr. Overton was subject to and 

required to comply with all PNSY workplace policies. 

26. In the event Mr. Overton experienced problems in the workplace or had questions 

regarding his assignment or how to complete it, he directed these issues to his PNSY shift 

supervisor and/or his QED supervisor. 

27. In October-November 2016, after explaining to his shipyard supervisor, Code 

956, Mr. Joshua Mead, that he was late for a safety meeting because he was sick in the bathroom, 

Mr. Mead yelled obscenities and told him, in front of co-workers and supervisors to “get the f**k 

out of my office.”  
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28. In addition, Mr. Mead marked Mr. Overton one (1) hour Leave Without Pay 

(LWOP).  

Assigned Tasks That Violated Policy 

29. On October-November 2016, PNSY supervisor Mead instructed Mr. Overton and 

another black co-worker to lift and carry a 200lb flex hose from the pipe shop to the submarines 

and then to the lower level of the ship. 

30. Shop and PNSY safety rules which governed Mr. Overton’s work made it clear 

that workers, particularly pipefitters like these two black workers, were not supposed to be doing 

this assigned task. 

31. Mr. Overton did not observe during his tenure at PNSY Mr. Mead asking 

Caucasian pipefitters to lift and carry these 200lb hoses.  

32. Mr. Overton mentioned to PNSY supervisor Mead that carrying these hoses was 

the job of a rigger.   

33. He also mentioned that it was a safety violation for pipefitters to carry them 

because their weight exceeded what they permitted, by policy, to carry. 

34. PNSY supervisor Mead responded, “What are you two guys too good to carry the 

hoses?”   

35. Mr. Overton’s QED supervisor then appeared and told Mr. Overton and his black 

co-worker, in front of Mr. Mead, that it was safety violation for them to lift and carry the hoses.   

36. The QED supervisor also advised, consistent with Mr. Overton, that it was a job 

for riggers because of the weight. 

37. The supervisor also later advised that Mr. Overton that he would report what 

PNSY supervisor Mead asked Mr. Overton and his black co-worker to do to PNSY managers. 
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Retaliation Through Rumors 

38. Following these events, Mr. Overton began hearing that someone was spreading 

rumors about him throughout PNSY.   

39. He heard specifically that PNSY supervisor Mead was the person and that he was 

telling PNSY employees, co-workers, managers, and supervisors false things about Mr. Overton.  

40. One was that Mr. Overton would hide in the locker room instead of working.   

41. This was not true.   

42. PNSY employees and co-workers commented about this to Mr. Overton by saying 

things like “look at him going to hide in the locker room again.” 

43. This made the work environment uncomfortable if not hostile. 

Called “Boy” 

44. Between February and May 2017, two PNSY employees, Paul Stenmark 

(“Stenmark”) and Tanner Gagne (“Gagne”) referred to Mr. Overton as “boy” in a derogatory 

fashion.   

45. This happened when Mr. Overton, for example, asked them to pass him a tool so 

that he could perform his job.   

46. These individuals, at least one of whom has admitted under oath using this term, 

did it directly in front of PNSY managers and supervisors. 

47. These managers and supervisors did nothing to stop it. 

48. They did not even discipline Stenmark or Gagne for it. 

Harassment By Kicking His Property 
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49. Between February and May 2017, Mr. Overton witnessed these same two PNSY 

employees kicking his personal belongings up and down the shop in an apparent attempt to make 

it difficult for Mr. Overton to do his job. 

50. These employees have admitted this conduct under oath. 

51. When Mr. Overton showed frustration about it, the employees laughed.  

52. The conduct continued even when Mr. Overton was on break.  

53. Upon information and belief, individuals who were PNSY managers and 

supervisors knew of this conduct but did not investigate it, stop it, or discipline the individuals 

involved. 

Racial Comments 

54. In April 2017, Mr. Overton was smoking a cigar while on break when a PNSY 

employee said in front of other co-workers “What is that a Black thing?”  

55. Some of the other co-workers present, PNSY employees, laughed.   

PNSY Supervisor Not Supervise Overton 

56. In May 2017, PNSY promoted Mead to Zone Manager.   

57. He no longer directly supervised Mr. Overton.   

58. Still, though, he appeared in front of Mr. Overton at his work area and asked him 

questions about what he was doing and why he was in a particular location. 

59. Other employees also reported to Mr. Overton that Mr. Mead asked them 

questions about him.   

60. Mr. Overton also learned that Mead made untrue statements about Mr. Overton to 

his QED supervisor.   

Threatening Inquiry? 
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61. On one occasion Mr. Mead asked Mr. Overton where he was living locally while 

working at PNSY.  

62. There was no apparent reason for this inquiry. 

63. These two were not friends and did not socialize outside of work. 

64. It made Mr. Overton feel unsafe even while away from PNSY.  

Threatened to Terminate Over-time 

65. Although Mr. Mead did not supervise Mr. Overton, he threatened to eliminate Mr. 

Overton’s ability to get over-time hours.   

66. This happened in or about May 2017 when Mr. Overton worked a Saturday even 

though it was one of his scheduled off-days.   

67. Mead advised Mr. Overton that it was a good thing he worked the off-day because 

it if had not, Mead would have ended his ability to get overtime hours.   

68. To Mr. Overton’s knowledge Mead did not treat Caucasian workers the same 

way.   

69. In fact, Mr. Overton observed that Mead did not discipline Caucasian workers 

even when they failed to show-up for work on regularly scheduled days. 

Discrimination Policy Training Required to Attend 

70. On Friday, 9 June 2017 PNSY held a training meeting that it required all workers 

– PNSY employees and contract employees—to attend. 

71. The training addressed, in part, workplace harassment including racial 

discrimination. 

72. The session included specific direction to PNSY employees and contractors about 

not subjecting co-workers to racial discrimination. 
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73. It also included direction and instruction to supervisors that they were required to 

immediately address any instances of conduct that violated PNSY anti-discrimination policies.   

74. The PNSY superintendents attended this meeting in addition to approximately 50-

60 PNSY employees.   

Next Day Subjected to Discrimination 

75. The next day, on June 10, 2017, PNSY employee Sterling Montgomery began 

calling Mr. Overton "Toby" while another PNSY employee, Paul Stenmark, laughed.  

76. Mr. Overton asked the employees what they were laughing about.   

77. Stenmark responded “you gonna let him call you that?”   

78. Stenmark then added, "that's worse than being called Kunta Kinte.”   

79. The employees laughed again. 

80. At least one of the individuals involved in this conduct has acknowledged under 

oath that these terms (i.e., “Toby” and “Kunta Kinte”) were used. 

81. Mr. Overton left the area. 

Managers/Supervisors Laughing About It Again 

82. The next day, 11 June 2017, Mr. Overton arrived at work to find PNSY 

supervisor Mead, PNSY supervisor Rory Coveney, Stenmark, and other PNSY employees 

talking.   

83. When he entered the room, all became noticeably quiet.   

84. Those present also looked away from Mr. Overton and otherwise ignored his 

presence.  

85. Mr. Overton left the room to go to his locker.  
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86. When he returned another co-worker, Adam Quarles, who was present in the 

room talking when Mr. Overton arrived at work approached Mr. Overton and said, “Sorry about 

what happened.”   

87. Quarles then said, “I heard they were calling you Toby.”  

88. Because Mr. Quarles was not present on the job-site the prior day when these 

comments were made, the only way he could have known about it is because the other workers 

were discussing it. 

89. Mr. Overton therefore asked Mr. Quarles how he learned about it.   

90. Mr. Quarles advised that, as Mr. Overton suspected, the PNSY employees and co-

workers were talking about it that morning when Mr. Overton entered the room. 

91. The individuals talking included at least two and perhaps more PNSY supervisors 

who by PNSY policy were obligated to immediate report and investigate conduct like this.   

92. These individuals, however, did nothing. 

Continued Intimidation/Harassment 

93. On June 12, 2017, PNSY manager Mead again appeared at Mr. Overton’s work 

station. 

94. He again stood in front of Mr. Overton asking him questions about his work and 

his responsibilities.  

95. After several minutes, Mead left. 

96. Approximately twenty minutes later, however, Mead returned.   

97. He again appeared in front of Mr. Overton and again asked him questions in the 

same intimidating manner.   

98. This harassment and all he had endured proved too much. 
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99. Mr. Overton located his QED supervisor and notified him of the comments by 

PNSY supervisors, PNSY managers, and PNSY co-workers over the weekend (i.e., “Toby” and 

“Kunta Kinte”).   

100. He further advised that he could not continue working that day.  

Meeting with PNSY Officials 

101. The next day, June 13, 2017, Mr. Overton met with the PNSY Operations 

Manager, the PNSY Code 960 Superintendent, numerous contract supervisors, and other PNSY 

individuals to explain in detail what he had endured while working at PNSY.   

102. He met for over two hours and answered many questions. 

Overtly Racial Comments . . .  

103. Approximately one week later, on or about June 20, 2017, Mr. Overton was 

working in the 56 Pipe shop beside a black co-worker.   

104. Andrew Decoteau a PNSY employee approached them, looked the black co-

worker in the eye, and said, “Hey, do you like bananas?”   

105. Neither Mr. Overton, nor the co-worker understood why Decoteau asked this 

question.   

106. The co-worker asked Decoteau what he said.   

107. Decoteau repeated, “Do you like bananas?”  

108. Decoteau then loudly laughed and walked away. 

109. Mr. Overton reported this to the Operations Manager. 

Direct Retaliation – Termination of Work 

110. Prior to these incidents, Mr. Overton was never disciplined or subjected to any 

formal disciplinary action.   
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111. In fact, before reporting them to PNSY officials, PNSY supervisors, QED 

supervisors and others he had been advised that he was not on the list of employees scheduled to 

leave the project. 

112. After reporting them, however, Mr. Overton suddenly received notice that he was 

on the list of employees scheduled to leave.   

113. He inquired why this changed. 

114. Specifically, he asked how it was that after his meeting with PNSY and QED 

officials he went from being told that he was staying to being told that he was leaving. 

115. The QED supervisor told Mr. Overton it allegedly was due to “performance-based 

reasons” from PNSY, QED, and CA Jones. 

116. Prior to being told this, however, Mr. Overton had never received anything in 

writing constituting discipline for “performance-based reasons” from PNSY, QED, or CA Jones. 

117. Upon information and belief, what actually occurred is that following Mr. 

Overton’s June 13, 2017 meeting, representatives of PNSY, QED, and CA Jones communicated 

about what he had reported. 

118. PNSY, QED, and CA Jones representatives communicated specifically about 

including Mr. Overton in the list of pipefitters cut from the project. 

119. This was retaliation. 

120. The QED supervisor also advised Mr. Overton that upon learning that Mr. 

Overton was suddenly to be included in the list of those leaving he discussed with PNSY and, 

upon information and belief QED and CA Jones, about why Mr. Overton was on the list of 

contractors to leave. 
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121. The QED supervisor told Mr. Overton that PNSY took those in charge took this 

action because his co-workers allegedly were “afraid to work around him because he is writing 

stuff down they are saying.”  

122. This was a direct reference to Mr. Overton noting and reporting racial harassment 

and discrimination.  

123. On or about July 17, 2017 QED and CA Jones again discriminated against Mr. 

Overton when QED Assistant Project Manager Harry Rogers notified PNSY that one of the 

contractors who was chosen to remain advised that he did not want to continue on the project.  

124. Upon information and belief, this contractor decided to leave because, in part, of 

the racially hostile work environment at PNSY. 

125. QED requested that PNSY select another contractor, from a list of three, to 

remain. 

126. Mr. Overton was one of these three.  

127. At the time of this consideration, Mr. Overton had not received any written 

discipline for performance-based reasons from PNSY, QED, or CA Jones.   

128. Representatives from PNSY, QED, and CA Jones communicated about the racial 

harassment and discrimination that Mr. Overton reported.  Although Mr. Overton was qualified 

for remaining on the project, PNSY, QED, and CA Jones specifically chose not to select him. 

129. The method of selection shows discrimination. 

130. PNSY was generally the entity that selected which contractors stayed or left a 

project. 

131. In this instance, though, because of the discrimination Mr. Overton reported 

PNSY “deferred” the decision to QED and CA Jones.   
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132. Despite this alleged “deferral”, however, PNSY identified who it allegedly would 

have selected—and it was not Mr. Overton. 

133. QED and CA Jones then communicated about which contractor to select and in 

doing so referenced that the choice was “getting complicated.”   

134. This was a not-so-veiled reference to the racial harassment and discrimination that 

that Mr. Overton had reported. 

135. PNSY, QED, and CA Jones then concocted a way to make it appear that their 

decision was not retaliation and there was an allegedly legitimate basis to select another 

contractor. 

136. In reality, there was not – and they knew it.   

137. All three eligible contractors started on the project at the same time, so they had 

the same seniority. 

138. Mr. Overton worked far more hours on a weekly basis than the two others, so he 

was working more and harder. 

139. PNSY, QED, and CA Jones claim that the distinguishing characteristic was the 

chosen contractor’s “performance.”   

140. They specifically cited to work by the chosen contractor on a particular job that 

had received praise from a PNSY supervisor. 

141. The supervisor who provided this praise was Joshua Mead – the same person who 

subjected Mr. Overton to racial harassment and discrimination. 

142. PNSY, QED, and CA Jones all knew this and yet they relied upon it. 

143. PNSY, QED, and CA Jones’ selection of this other contractor, instead of Mr. 

Overton, was both discrimination and retaliation. 
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144. Finally, QED and CA Jones provided false information to PNSY in response to 

questions about Mr. Overton and/or his job performance when he worked at PNSY.   

145. These comments and this information too were discriminatory and retaliation. 

146. On or about July 24, 2017 CA Jones terminated Mr. Overton’s participation as a 

contract employee on the QED contract at PNSY. 

EXHAUSTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES 

147. Plaintiff filed his Formal Complaint of Discrimination on August 16, 2017 with 

the pertinent EEO claims office responsible for PNSY detailing the discrimination, hostile work 

environment, and the adverse employment decisions he had been subjected to. 

148. Plaintiff filed separate Formal Complaints of Discrimination on May 14, 2018 

against QED and CA Jones with the pertinent EEO claims office detailing the discrimination, 

hostile work environment, and the adverse employment decisions to which he had been 

subjected. 

149. More than 180 days passed since Mr. Overton filed his Formal Complaint. 

150. On March 20, 2019 the EEO office provided Mr. Overton the Notice of Right to 

Sue for both the QED and CA Jones Charges. 

151. All conditions precedent to jurisdiction under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 

1964, 42 U.S.C. §2000e et seq. have occurred or been complied with. 

LEGAL CLAIMS 

COUNT I 
 

RACE/NATIONAL ORIGIN DISCRIMINATION 
 (42 U.S.C. §2000e et seq.) 

 
152. The plaintiff incorporates by reference all allegations within this Complaint. 
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153. PSNY, QED and CA Jones were joint employers as to Mr. Overton’s employment 

at PNSY for CA Jones on the QED contract. 

154. Mr. Overton is a member of a protected group based on his race/national origin 

(black American). 

155. Defendants treated Mr. Overton less favorably than similarly situated workers 

who were not members of the same protected class of black Americans. 

156. Defendants discriminated against Mr. Overton in the terms and conditions of his 

employment on the basis of his protected group status in violation of Title VII of the Civil Rights 

Act of 1964.  This discrimination included, but was not limited to, subjecting him to racial 

comments, subjecting him to intimidation and hostility based on race, failing to investigate 

racially discriminatory conduct, failing to discipline those that engaged in race-based 

discrimination, failing to stop race-based discrimination, and retaliating against him because he 

objected to race-based discrimination and reported it to PNSY, QED and CA Jones officials, 

managers, and supervisors. 

157. Plaintiff proximately and directly suffered injury and damage to his career 

through, but not limited to, his loss of employment.   

158. Plaintiff demands judgment against defendants including, but not limited, back 

pay, front pay, compensatory damages, enhanced compensatory damages, punitive damages, and 

attorney’s fees, together with interest and costs and such other and further relief as this Court 

deems proper. 

COUNT II 
 

RACE DISCRIMINATION/HOSTILE WORK ENVIRONMENT 
(42 U.S.C. §2000e et seq.) 
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159. The plaintiff incorporates by reference all allegations within this Complaint. 

160. PSNY, QED and CA Jones were joint employers as to Mr. Overton’s employment 

at PNSY for CA Jones on the QED contract. 

161. Mr. Overton is a member of a protected group based on his race/national origin 

(black American). 

162. Mr. Overton was subjected to unwelcome harassment based on his race/national 

origin.  This is included overtly racial comments such as “boy”, “toby, “kunta kinte”, “is that 

black thing”, and “do you like bananas.”  It also included, but was not limited to, being assigned 

tasks that clearly exceeded his job responsibilities and being retaliated against when identifying 

this and objecting to it, having personal property kicked across the shop, being retaliated against 

by having his assignment at PNSY terminated because he reported race-based discrimination.  

163. The harassment of Mr. Overton created an oppressive, hostile, intimidating and/or 

offensive work environment and interfered with Mr. Overton’s ability to perform his duties.  

164. The harassment was sufficiently severe and pervasive as to materially alter Mr. 

Overton’s conditions of employment, and to create a hostile and abusive working environment. 

165. Defendants were aware of the offensive conduct and actions and could have 

implemented significant remedies, but chose not to, thus ratifying the offending employees’ 

wrongful conduct. 

166. The racially objectionable conduct was both objectively and subjectively 

offensive such that a reasonable person would find it hostile or abusive and Mr. Overton did 

perceive it to be so. 

167. Plaintiff is entitled to and hereby demands compensatory and enhanced 

compensatory damages, punitive damages, lost wages, back pay, front pay, attorney’s fees, costs, 
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any and all other damages to which he is entitled including all interest all of which is within the 

jurisdictional limit of this Court.  

COUNT III 
 

RETALIATION  
(42 U.S.C. §2000e et seq.) 

 
168. The plaintiff incorporates by reference all allegations within this Complaint. 

169. PSNY, QED and CA Jones were joint employers as to Mr. Overton’s employment 

at PNSY for CA Jones on the QED contract. 

170. Mr. Overton engaged in protected activity under Title VII off the Civil Rights Act 

of 1964 by reporting, in good faith, to his supervisors and other employees conduct that he had 

reasonable cause to believe constituted violation of federal statutes regarding discrimination in 

the workplace, conduct that violated Company policy, and concern that because of his report he 

would suffer retaliation.  

171. Following these reports, Mr. Overton’s managers and supervisors harassed, 

threatened, and otherwise retaliated against Mr. Overton because of his protected activity in 

violation of Title VII. 

172. Defendants’ harassment and retaliation was causally connected to his engaging in 

protected activity under Title VII. 

173. Plaintiff demands judgment against defendant including, but not limited to, 

backpay, frontpay, compensatory damages, enhanced compensatory damages, punitive damages, 

and attorney’s fees, together with interest and costs and such other and further relief as this Court 

deems proper. 
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JURY DEMAND 

174. The plaintiff requests a jury trial as to all Counts herein.    

     Respectfully submitted  

      BRANDON OVERSON 

      By and through his attorneys, 

Date:      /s/ Thomas F. Hallett 
      Thomas F. Hallett 
      Hallett, Zerillo & Whipple 
      6 City Center, Suite 208  
      Portland, ME 04101 
      (207) 775-4255 
      thallett@hzwlaw.com 
 
 
OF COUNSEL 
 
John P. Sherman, Esq. 
Sherman Law PLLC 
155 Fleet Street 
Portsmouth, NH 03801 
(603) 570-4837 
jsherman@johnshermanlaw.com 
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